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- R&D: 11%
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Multi Recovery System

Multi pipe type small cyclone make the contact area of powder separation more. Molding guide vanes make ventilation more stable uniform volume and the bottom of the powder hopper quickly removed and the side access window make clean up easier.

Compact structure, small size, not require so many in the space for workshop.

You can choose configure multiple small cyclone unit performed easily and quickly change color.

The complete systems include

9 cyclones
9 filters (2 pcs 325x600 filters connected)
Finally paper filter on the top
Air Fan 7.5 KW Blowing rate: 12000m3/h

It suitable for the spray booth around 5~6 meters
End filters collections.
Cyclones powder recovery systems.
High quality filter paper on the top of the AIR fan.

Welcome to check the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVxuiL7HR80&t=43s
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